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The dynamic range of Fourier transform ion cyclotron mass spectrometry (FTICR) is typically
limited by the useful charge capacity of an FTICR cell (to ;106 to 107 elementary charges) and
the minimum number of ions required to produce a useful signal (;102 elementary charges).
We show that the expansion of the dynamic range by 2 orders of magnitude can be achieved
by preselecting lower abundance species in a quadrupole interface to an electrospray
ionization (ESI) source. Ion preselection is then followed by ion accumulation in external to the
FTICR cell a linear (2-D) quadrupole trap and subsequent transfer to the region of high
magnetic field for gated trapping in the FTICR cell. Two modes of ion preselection, using either
the quadrupole filtering mode or rf-only dipolar excitation, were studied and mass resolutions
of 30 to 100 were achieved for selective external ion accumulation of peptides and proteins
with molecular weights ranging from 500 to 17,000 Da. The ability to selectively eject the most
abundant species before trapping in the FTICR has enormous practical benefits for increasing
the sensitivity and dynamic range of measurements. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2001, 12,
38–48) © 2001 American Society for Mass Spectrometry
When coupled to high-performance liquidchromatography (HPLC) or capillary isoelec-tic focusing (CIEF) separation apparatuses,
electrospray ionization Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometry (ESI-FTICR) has been
shown to provide powerful analytical capabilities for
biological research. For example, the FTICR analysis of
large numbers of proteins or peptides from protein
digests [1, 2] is ultimately limited by the useful charge
capacity of a FTICR cell (i.e., the point at which coales-
cence phenomena do not prevent mass measurements).
In the presence of higher abundance ions of a particular
m/z in the FTICR cell, a reduced mass accuracy for
lower abundance species generally results from coulom-
bic interaction between ion clouds, resulting in signifi-
cant changes in the measured cyclotron frequency.
Additionally, small ion clouds are more easily broken-
up (destabilized) by shear forces resulting from varia-
tions in magnetic (B) and electric (E) fields (as can be
caused by a “nearby” large ion cloud). On the other hand,
larger ion clouds can experience phase-locking effects,
resulting in isotopic peak coalescence, a loss of mass
resolution, and reduced mass measurement accuracy.
To expand the dynamic range of a FTICR mass
spectrometer, “colored” (i.e., filtered) noise waveforms
have been previously applied during ion accumulation
in the FTICR cell [3]. The process was based upon the
data-dependent broadband axialization of ions in con-
junction with the unrestrained magnetron expansion and
ejection of the most abundant species. This approach
demonstrated an extension of the dynamic range by
approximately 2 orders of magnitude for a mixture of
proteins. Disadvantages of this approach are the limi-
tations upon duty cycle (i.e., the fraction of time ions
can be accumulated) and the large gas load imposed
upon the FTICR cell to drive magnetron expansion.
Both of the above limitations can potentially be
circumvented by the use of selective ion accumulation
external to the FTICR cell. Since the initial report by
Senko et al. [4], nonselective external accumulation has
been widely adapted for ESI-FTICR. Ejection of higher
abundance ions at higher mass resolution followed by
external ion accumulation in an “external” quadrupole
ESI-FTICR interface could potentially increase the dy-
namic range of measurements and provide close to
100% ion utilization efficiency. Such an approach can
also be accomplished in a data-dependent mode, where
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species, whose intensities exceed an a priori determined
threshold, are identified and then resonantly ejected
during the next scan in an external mass filtering
device. Realizing this capability is an objective of our
research.
The usefulness of ion preselection with FTICR was
originally recognized by McIver [5] who proposed
using a quadrupole ion guide operating at an elevated
pressure. This quadrupole could be used for the quad-
rupole mass filtering (rf/dc) of ions generated by an
external ion source. The ions could then be trapped in
the FTICR cell using conventional gas-assisted accumu-
lated trapping. Wang et al. [6] have recently demon-
strated low-resolution external mass-selective ion accu-
mulation with a linear octopole ion trap and
Hendrickson et al. [7] coupled a quadrupole mass filter
to an external octopole ion trap to increase the resolu-
tion of external accumulation with FTICR.
There are several reasons why selective external ion
accumulation is advantageous over conventional accu-
mulated trapping. First, the efficiency of ion trapping
both in the FTICR cell and in a rf-only trap (quadrupole,
hexapole, octopole, etc.) generally depends on the num-
ber density of neutral species, i.e., on the ambient gas
pressure. Pressure in the FTICR cell is generally con-
strained by pumping speed limitations. The ESI-FTICR
systems developed at our laboratory utilize unique
“in-bore” cryopump arrangements that greatly increase
the maximum practical gas density and significantly
shorten pump down times. However, operation of the
cryopanels at elevated pressure for an extended period
of time (e.g., in the course of an hour-long-capillary-LC
run) would result in cryopanel saturation and loss of
pumping capacity. Due to its physical displacement
from the FTICR cell, pressures in the external trap can
be elevated by at least one–two orders of magnitude
relative to that practical in the FTICR cell, implying a
potentially higher efficiency of ion trapping and higher
sensitivity. Second, external ion accumulation followed
by gated trapping increases the duty cycle of an FTICR
instrument. With accumulated trapping in the FTICR
cell the cooling time required to damp z-oscillation
energy of trapped ions in collisions with background
gas means “downtime” for the instrument, because
another packet of ions cannot be introduced to the cell
until the previous one is collisionally cooled and de-
tected. Because cooling time for optimum performances
is typically in the range of 1–10 s, this may be problem-
atic for on-line separations where peak widths may be
of comparable duration. An external ion trap serves as
a buffer between the ion source and FTICR. We found
that an externally trapped ion cloud can be completely
purged from a 10-cm-long segmented quadrupole
within 400 ms. The potential at the exit plate of the
accumulation quadrupole is then increased back to the
optimum corresponding to the effective trapping. When
the previous packet of ions is cooled and detected in the
FTICR cell, the next packet can be simultaneously
accumulated in the external trap. For a typical accumu-
lation time of 3 to 5 s (optimized for ion currents from
capillary LC) and an ejection time of 400 ms, the
instrument duty cycle is close to 100%. Third, as afore-
mentioned, selective external ion accumulation in-
creases the dynamic range of the FTICR instrument.
This is based on ejection of higher abundance species
prior to external ion accumulation and FTICR detection.
Typical dynamic range of a 8-cm long, 8-cm i.d. FTICR
cell is ;103. If difference in ion abundances exceeds the
dynamic range, lower abundance species will not be
detected. By ejecting higher abundance species and
accumulating lower abundance ions for longer accumu-
lation time in the external quadrupole trap, we expand
the effective dynamic range of the FTICR instrument by
the dynamic range of the external trap, as demonstrated
earlier for “in-trap” accumulation [3].
Quadrupole mass filters incorporated in triple-qua-
drupole mass spectrometers have been shown to pro-
vide mass resolutions of above 1000 in analyses of
peptide mixtures, although resolution is often de-
creased to ;300 to enhance sensitivity [8, 9]. Ion motion
through quadrupole mass filters is characterized by a
well-known stability diagram [10]. High mass resolu-
tion is achievable for ions of a specific m/z at a rf field
and dc bias on the quadrupole rods that corresponds to
the apex of the first region of the ion stability diagram.
Increasing the mass resolution is thus unequivocally
related to the narrowing of the m/z region transmitted
through the quadrupole mass filter. Therefore, if low
abundance peaks of interest are spread across the mass
spectrum, they can only be preselected one at a time
using higher mass resolution.
A technique complementary to the quadrupole mass
filtering is based on resonant dipolar (or quadrupolar)
excitation in a rf-only quadrupole [11]. Compared with
resonant quadrupolar excitation, whose frequency
spectrum has a complex structure [12], dipolar excita-
tion spectrum is relatively simple. In the adiabatic
approximation, ion motion in an rf-only quadrupole
can be represented by a superposition of rapid oscilla-
tions and a smooth drift in a harmonic pseudopotential
well of the effective potential [13, 14]. To resonantly
eject ions of a specific m/z, dipolar excitation is then
applied at a frequency matching the period of the ion’s
oscillation in the effective potential well. By synthesiz-
ing a superposition of sine waveforms for dipolar
excitation, a set of higher abundance ions can be then
simultaneously ejected from the selection quadrupole
during one scan.
In this work we report on ion preselection methods
implemented in the external accumulation interface of
an FTICR mass spectrometer equipped with an ESI
source. Both quadrupole mass filtering and rf-only
resonant dipolar excitation followed by ion accumula-
tion in a linear (2-D) quadrupole ion trap were evalu-
ated. Ion preselection is shown to significantly expand
the dynamic range of FTICR mass spectrometric mea-
surements.
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Experimental
The design of a 3.5 tesla FTICR mass spectrometer
equipped with an ESI source has been described in
detail elsewhere [15, 16]. The ESI source incorporated a
heated metal capillary/ion funnel assembly [17] cou-
pled to a collisional rf-only quadrupole. The ions exit-
ing the collisional quadrupole were assisted through a
2-mm i.d. conductance limit into an external accumulation
interface. The schematic diagram of the interface is shown
in Figure 1. The interface comprises three quadrupoles
(4.1-mm field radii, 9.525-mm rod diameter) used for ion
guiding, selection, and accumulation and referred to as
“ion guiding,” “selection,” and “accumulation” quadru-
poles, respectively. The 150-mm long ion guiding quad-
rupole was driven by a commercial rf-power supply
(Extranuclear Labs, Pittsburgh, PA) at a rf amplitude of
560 Vp2p and a frequency of 2.1 MHz. The 100-mm long
selection quadrupole is enclosed in a differentially
pumped vacuum region, which allows for pressure
adjustment in the range of 1022 to 1024 torr without
affecting the pressure in the rest of the interface. The
quadrupole rods and the 2-mm i.d. input and output
conductance limits of the selection quadrupole were
biased to 18, 16, and 219 V, respectively. The selection
quadrupole was driven by a built-in-house high-Q head
controlled by a function generator (Model HP 33120A,
Hewlett-Packard, Loveland, CO) and rf-amplifier
(Model 100A150A, Amplifier Research, Souderton, PA).
Two modes of ion selection were employed: an rf/dc
linear ramp and rf-only selection based on resonant
dipolar excitation. To implement the latter approach,
two opposite rods of the selection quadrupole were
coupled to the secondary coil of an auxiliary 1:1 trans-
former. The middle point of the transformer secondary
coil was driven by the main rf drive at amplitudes of
300 to 1200 Vp2p and frequencies ranging from 500 to
700 kHz. The excitation voltages synthesized with our
ICR-2LS software (developed by Anderson and Bruce)
were generated by a plug-in PC DAC board and then
applied to the primary coil of the transformer. In some
experiments a function generator (Model HP 33120A,
Hewlett-Packard, Loveland, CO) operating at a single
frequency was used. The 100-mm long final quadrupole
of the interface used for ion accumulation was seg-
mented into 22 regions to provide an axial electric field
for prompt ion ejection. A built-in-house high-Q head
drove the accumulation quadrupole at a rf amplitude of
220 Vp2p and a frequency of 525 kHz. The rf voltage
applied to the quadrupole segments was decoupled
from dc and pulsed voltages generated by a built-in-
house high-voltage multichannel amplifier through an
RC circuit. The dc offset potentials of 112 and 22 V
were applied to the 4-mm i.d. entry and exit conduc-
tance limits of the accumulation quadrupole.
The ions ejected from the segmented accumulation
quadrupole were focused by an electrostatic ion guide
into a dual cylindrical FTICR cell maintained at a pressure
of 8 3 10210 torr. The designs of the electrostatic ion guide
and the FTICR cell have been described previously [18].
An Odyssey data station (Finnigan, Madison, WI)
controlled event timing and potential distribution dur-
ing the experiment.
The proteins and peptide samples were dissolved in
a water:methanol:acetic acid solution (49:49:2 v%) at
different concentrations ranging from 0.1 mg/mL to 2
pg/mL. The solutions were infused into the ESI source
at a flow rate of 300 nL/min using a syringe pump
(Harvard, South Natick, MA).
Results and Discussion
In the present experiments methods for expansion of the
dynamic range of an FTICR mass spectrometer were
developed and demonstrated based upon selective ion
accumulation external to the FTICR cell. In these ap-
proaches, higher abundance species are removed prior to
accumulation so that the accumulation quadrupole is
filled with lower abundance species. The signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of lower intensity m/z peaks thus increases
with increased ion accumulation time and, given sufficient
abundance or accumulation times, is effectively limited by
the useful charge capacity of the external trap. Further
increase in the accumulation time results in overfilling of
the trap, which can be characterized by the onset of ion
fragmentation and the decrease in the signal intensity of
selected ions [19].
Quadrupole Mass Filtering Mode
The basic approach of achieving higher mass resolution
is choosing the scan line that intersects with the ion
Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the external accumulation
interface coupled with an auxiliary rf drive for dipolar excitation.
1 is the conductance limit between the collisional and ion guiding
quadrupoles, 2 is the ion guiding quadrupole, 3 is the entry plate
of the selection quadrupole, 4 is the selection quadrupole, 5 is the
exit plate of the selection quadrupole, 6 is the entry plate of the
accumulation quadrupole, 7 is the segmented (22 regions) accu-
mulation quadrupole, and 8 is the exit plate of the accumulation
quadrupole.
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stability diagram at its apex. The apex is characterized
by Mathieu’s parameter q of 0.7 [10, 14] as follows:
q 5
4zeVrf
mv0
2r0
2 (1)
where Vrf is the peak-to-ground rf amplitude, z is the
ion charge state, e is the elementary charge, m is the ion
mass, v0 is the rf-field angular frequency, and r0 is the
quadrupole inscribed radius.
Based on eq 1, rf amplitudes for selection of specific
m/z ions were chosen. The dc voltage, U, corresponding
to the apex, is governed by the following relationship
[20, 21]:
U 5 0.169Vrf (2)
Figure 2 shows the mass spectra of a mixture of four
peptides: bradykinin, gramicidin S, angiotensin I, and
substance P at concentrations of 1.7 3 1025, 1.6 3 1025,
2.3 3 1025, and 1.2 3 1025 M, respectively. The pep-
tides were selected with respect to their m/z while
passing through the selection quadrupole and then
accumulated for 80 ms in the segmented quadrupole.
The selective accumulation of protonated ions of sub-
stance P with the complete ejection of all other species
in the selection quadrupole (see Figure 2C), including
the sodiated angiotensin I ions, was performed at a
mass resolution of about 100 (a resolution at which
transmission efficiency for quadrupoles is close to 40%–
50%). Due to imperfections of the quadrupolar electric
field caused by the circular cross section of the rods,
fringing fields at the quadrupole entrance and exit, etc.,
the rf and dc voltages predicted from eqs 1 and 2 were
found to deviate from the experimental ones. The
experimental datapoints are consistent with the theoret-
ically predicted potentials to within 10%.
Figure 3A–F demonstrates the superior sensitivity of
Figure 2. Indiscriminate (A) and selective (B–C) accumulation of a mixture of bradykinin ([Br 1
H]1), gramicidin S ([GrS 1 H]1), angiotensin I ([AnI 1 H]1), and substance P ([SubP 1 H]1),
concentrated to 1.7 3 1025, 1.6 3 1025, 2.3 3 1025, and 1.2 3 1025 M, respectively. The selection
quadrupole operated in rf/dc mass filtering mode. The peak-to-peak rf amplitude and dc voltages
applied were as follows: (B) 1081 Vp2p, 1101 V, 282.9 V; (C) 1120 Vp2p, 1104 V, 286 V.
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selective external accumulation followed by gated trap-
ping compared with that of quadrupole selection of a
continuous ion beam combined with accumulated trap-
ping [22]. The individual charge states of horse myo-
globin (;1026 M) were selected using quadrupole mass
filtering. It should be pointed out that external ion
accumulation-gated trapping slightly shifts the most
intense m/z peak in the charge state distribution of
myoglobin compared to that from the accumulated
trapping. The three most intense charge states acquired
at accumulation-gated trapping are compared in Figure
3A–C with those from the external ion accumulation-
gated trapping approach (see Figure 3D–F). Direct
comparison of the signal intensities can be made based
upon the intensity of the [M 1 17H]171 ion peak. The
abundances of selectively accumulated for 80 ms ions
(see Figure 3D–F) were found to be up to 100-fold
higher than those from the continuous ion beam (see
Figure 3A–C). Further increase in the accumulation
time resulted in higher signal intensities, reaching the
maximum at an accumulation time of 200 ms. A 200-ms
long accumulation of ions from a 1026 M horse myo-
globin solution resulted in filling the external trap to its
capacity.
Figure 4A–C demonstrates the capability of selective
external accumulation for expanding the dynamic
range of the instrument. Figure 4A shows the mass
spectrum of a mixture of leucine enkephalin, bradyki-
nin, gramicidin S, angiotensin I, and substance P at
concentrations to 6 3 1026, 1.7 3 1025, 1.6 3 1025,
2.3 3 1025, and 1.2 3 1025 M, respectively, after broad-
band external accumulation for 80 ms. Further increase
in the accumulation time during broadband accumula-
tion resulted in suppression of the least intense parent
ion peak of leucine enkephalin. When we attempted
accumulated trapping in the FTICR cell, we could not
detect the leucine enkephalin signal at all. Figure 4B
shows the mass spectrum of leucine enkephalin after
selective external accumulation based on quadrupole
mass filtering for 80 ms. Compared with Figure 4A, the
intensity of leucine enkephalin peak is slightly de-
creased due to the reduced transmission efficiency for
the “m/z window” of the selection quadrupole. At the
same time all other species were ejected from the
selection quadrupole. The ion population in the exter-
nal trap is thus expected to be relatively small. The
origin of the peaks evident in Figure 4B is primarily due
to noise. In Figure 4C accumulation time was increased
Figure 3. Mass spectra showing selection of specific charge states of horse myoglobin electrosprayed
at a concentration of 1026 M. (A–C) quadrupole mass filtering of a continuous ion beam followed by
accumulated trapping. (D–F) 80-ms long selective ion accumulation with subsequent gated trapping.
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to 500 ms, making greater use of the external trap
capacity. This gave rise to a 10-fold increase in leucine
enkephalin ion abundance. Interestingly, the signal
intensity increased by a greater amount than expected
for the increased accumulation time, possibly because
of the increased trapping efficiency due to ion–ion
interactions.
Resonant Dipolar Excitation
When analyzing complex protein digests, there is an
important issue of simultaneous and selective suppres-
sion of several higher abundance peaks spread out
across the mass spectrum. Since rf/dc mass filtering is
limited to one m/z region of the mass spectrum at a
time, rf-only resonant dipolar excitation appears to be a
complementary approach. In the first region of ion
stability diagram at q , 0.6, the ion motion can be
presented as a superposition of rapid oscillations and a
smooth drift in a harmonic pseudopotential well. The
latter motion of a specific m/z species is characterized by
a unique fundamental resonant secular frequency, V,
which can be estimated as follows [11, 13]:
V 5
q
˛8 v0 (3)
Based on eqs 1 and 3, a species mass-to-charge ratio,
m/zi, is uniquely related to the fundamental resonant
frequency of the ion’s oscillation in the effective poten-
tial well, Vi. If a superposition of sine waveforms at
frequencies of V1, V2, . . . , Vn is applied to the pair of
opposite rods of the selection quadrupole, the ions with
the corresponding m/z1, m/z2, . . . , m/zn will be ejected
from the quadrupole at the same time without infring-
ing upon transmission of other ions, provided sufficient
mass resolution is available.
The mass resolution of resonant dipolar excitation
was examined with a mixture of bradykinin, gramicidin
Figure 4. Mass spectra of a mixture of leucine enkephalin ([Leu 1 H]1), bradykinin ([Br 1 H]1),
gramicidin S ([GrS 1 H]1), angiotensin I ([AnI 1 H]1), and substance P ([SubP 1 H]1), concentrated
to 6 3 1026, 1.7 3 1025, 1.6 3 1025, 2.3 3 1025, and 1.2 3 1025 M, respectively. (A) Broadband
external accumulation for 80 ms. (B–C) selective external accumulation of leucine enkephalin for 80
and 500 ms, respectively. Each mass spectrum was acquired during a single scan.
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S, and substance P concentrated to 1.7 3 1025, 8.5 3
1026, and 2 3 1026 M, respectively. Figure 5A shows
the dependences of the signal intensity of singly pro-
tonated bradykinin ions on the excitation frequency at
q ; 0.4. The ions were resonantly ejected while passing
through the selection quadrupole. The resonance curve
also displays weaker auxiliary minima at off-resonance
frequencies. It is known that if the frequency of the
exciting rf field, V, is slightly different from the reso-
nance frequency, V0, ions will be periodically excited
and quenched with a period determined by the differ-
ence between the drive and the resonance frequencies.
The amplitude of the beating oscillations, a, can be
estimated as (see Appendix A):
a 5
F0
mV0
˛A2 1 B2 (4)
A 5
sin2F ~V 2 V0! T2G
V 2 V0
2
sin2F ~V 1 V0! T2G
V 1 V0
(5)
B 5
sin @~V 1 V0!T#
2~V 1 V0!
2
sin @~V 2 V0!T#
2~V 2 V0!
(6)
where T is the ion residence time in the selection
quadrupole.
Figure 6 shows the estimated amplitude of the beat-
ing oscillations for singly charged bradykinin ions as a
function of the ion residence time in the selection
quadrupole. Off-resonance excitation at a frequency of
106 kHz, which corresponds to an auxiliary minimum
in Figure 5A, was used for V in eqs 4–6. A frequency of
96 kHz (V0) was taken as the fundamental resonance
(see Figure 5A). One can see that the beating oscillations
have a period of ;100 ms. If the amplitude of the beating
oscillations for ions in the close proximity to the quadru-
pole exit plate is greater than the diameter of the exit
quadrupole aperture, these ions will not pass through the
quadrupole, i.e., an auxiliary minimum will be observed.
We can estimate the ion residence time in the selec-
tion quadrupole based upon the initial velocity of ions
entering the selection quadrupole, which can be deter-
mined by the potential drop between the ion guiding
and the selection quadrupoles, DU. Because the ion
guiding and selection quadrupole rods are biased to
110 and 18 V, respectively, DU 5 2 V. The initial
velocity is then governed by
vinit 5 ˛2zeDUm (7)
where z is the ion charge, e is the elementary charge,
and m is the ion mass. For the singly charge bradykinin
ion the initial velocity, vinit, is about 6 3 10
4 cm/s.
Since rf field mostly affects the ion motion in the
direction perpendicular to the quadrupole axis, the
velocity component along quadrupole axis is conserved
(here we neglect ion–neutral collisions for a single
passage through the selection quadrupole operating at
a pressure of ;1024 torr) and the ion residence time can
be estimated as
tres 5
Lquad
vinit
(8)
At Lquad 5 10 cm, the ion residence time in the selection
quadrupole, tres, is about 160 ms. Comparing the esti-
mated ion residence time from eq 8 with Figure 5
reveals that dipolar excitation of singly charged brady-
kinin ions at a frequency 106 kHz results in an ampli-
tude of beating oscillations close to the maximum near
Figure 5. The signal intensity of singly protonated bradykinin
ions as a function of the exciting frequency. (A) Using an acceler-
ating potential between the ion guiding and the selection quad-
rupole of 2 V. (B) Using a decelerating potential between the ion
guiding and the selection quadrupole of 3 V. The amplitude of the
exciting rf field, Vexc p2p, was 1 V. The selection quadrupole
operated at q ; 0.4. The rf-only dipolar excitation was performed
with the continuous ion beam of a mixture of bradykinin, angio-
tensin I, and substance P, concentrated to 1.7 3 1025, 5.5 3 1026,
and 2 3 1026 M, respectively.
Figure 6. The estimated amplitude of the beating oscillations as
a function of the ion residence time in the selection quadrupole
(see eqs 4–6). The frequency of off-resonance dipolar excitation
was chosen to be 106 kHz (see Figure 5). A frequency of 96 kHz
was taken as the fundamental resonance (see Figure 5).
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the selection quadrupole exit plate. Therefore, these
ions will have lower probability of passing through the
selection quadrupole exit plate and display an auxiliary
minimum that should be observed in the resonance
curve, in agreement with the experimental data in
Figure 5A.
Upon increasing the ion residence time, ion–ion and
ion–neutral interactions will gradually decrease the
amplitude of beating oscillations [a damping term, l
(dx/dt), should be introduced in eq A1, see Appendix
A], resulting in suppression of the auxiliary minima in
the resonance curve.
To increase the ion’s residence time in the selection
quadrupole, a decelerating electric field was applied to
ions entering the selection quadrupole. This was accom-
plished by offsetting the rods of the selection quadru-
pole to a higher potential than the dc bias of the ion
guiding quadrupole. Figure 5B shows the signal inten-
sities for singly protonated bradykinin ions as a func-
tion of the excitation frequency. As a result, the full
width at half-peak magnitude (FWHM) of the reso-
nance curves was narrowed by almost 50% and the
auxiliary minima disappeared, indicating longer ion
residence time in the selection quadrupole.
A further increase in mass resolution was achieved
by increasing q up to 0.6. The resonance curves of the
three-peptide mixture are shown in Figure 7. The reso-
nant excitation signals of singly protonated peptide ions
have baseline separations corresponding to a mass
resolution of about 30. Such a resolution broadens the
applicability of the resonant dipolar excitation to the
study of more complex mixtures.
Once the selection quadrupole was tuned to q ; 0.5
for [M 1 18H]181 ions, mass spectra of horse myoglo-
bin (;1026 M) were acquired. Figure 8 demonstrates
nonselective and selective accumulation of all the
charge states except for [M 1 16H]161 and [M 1
14H]141 ions. The most abundant [M 1 16H]161 charge
state was ejected from the selection quadrupole by
applying a single-frequency sine waveform (91 kHz at 1
Vp2p). Using a superposition of two sine waveforms at
frequencies of 78.5 and 91 kHz and an amplitude of 3
Vp2p, both [M 1 16H]
161 and [M 1 14H]141 ions were
filtered out simultaneously while passing through the
selection quadrupole. The fact that the intensities of the
other charge states were undisturbed, indicates that
mass resolution of .20 was achieved during rf-only
selective accumulation of the protein.
Excitation of Trapped Ions
Ion accumulation in the segmented quadrupole com-
prises trapping, cooling, and ejection events. Trapping
is characterized by a continuous flow of ions from the
ESI source into the quadrupole. To minimize the kinetic
energy spread of a trapped ion population exiting the
quadrupole, the z-oscillation energy of ions can first be
damped in collisions with gas molecules. This is accom-
plished during the cooling event, when the rf field
applied to the collisional quadrupole is turned off,
preventing the ions from the ESI source from entering
the accumulation quadrupole. Following cooling, the
potential at the exit plate of the accumulation quadru-
pole is reduced to eject the ions axially from the
quadrupole.
It should be noted that when the instrument is
coupled to a capillary LC apparatus, the collisional
quadrupole operates in continuous mode, increasing
the efficiency of ion utilization close to unity unless the
external trap capacity is exceeded. Mass selection (and
removal of high abundance species) prior to accumula-
tion thus generally allows greater sensitivity to be
obtained.
In an attempt to further increase mass resolution
during resonant dipolar excitation, we tested ion trap-
ping and excitation in the ion guiding quadrupole.
Excitation was synchronized with the cooling event and
performed for periods of 1 to 100 ms. Having experi-
enced dipolar excitation, ions were transported to the
segmented quadrupole for consecutive accumulation
and then ejected to the FTICR cell. The lowest possible
amplitudes of the exciting rf field were employed to
minimize off-resonance excitation of other species. It
was found that for both peptide mixtures and proteins
the highest m/z species could be selectively ejected at
very low amplitudes of the exciting rf field (;50 mV).
However, effective ion ejection for lower m/z species
required over a 50-fold increase in the rf amplitude,
resulting in a loss of selectivity and mass resolution. A
possible explanation for this observation is the occur-
rence of a radial separation of ions of different m/z
during accumulation, with higher m/z species becoming
localized at the periphery of an ion cloud. The ions
located inside the outer ion shell (formed by the highest
m/z species) are suspected to experience charge screen-
ing or coalescence, which actually reduces rf-field pen-
Figure 7. The dependences of the signal intensities of singly
protonated ions of bradykinin (1.7 3 1025 M), angiotensin I (5.5 3
1026 M), and substance P (2 3 1026 M) on the exciting frequency.
The selection quadrupole operated at q ; 0.6 and excitation
amplitude was 1 V.
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etration inside the ion cloud. Such charge screening
would depend upon the accumulation time, which
determines the ion population in the quadrupole.
Lower ion populations resulting from shorter accumu-
lation times should be characterized by less pronounced
charge screening.
In order to estimate the influence of the number
density of ions trapped in the quadrupole on the
penetration of the exciting rf field inside the ion cloud,
ions were trapped in the ion guiding quadrupole at
different accumulation times and then transferred to the
accumulation quadrupole. Dipolar resonant excitation
was synchronized with ion ejection from the ion guid-
ing quadrupole and applied to the rods of the selection
quadrupole while the ion cloud traversed it. The depen-
dence of the threshold rf amplitude for complete ejec-
tion of singly protonated bradykinin ions on the accu-
mulation time in the ion guiding quadrupole is shown
in Figure 9. The threshold amplitude increases nonlin-
early with the accumulation time and fits an exponen-
tial function. It is well known from the theory of neutral
plasmas that electric field penetration into the core of
plasma exponentially decreases upon increasing the
Figure 8. The mass spectra of horse myoglobin (;1026 M). (A) Nonselective accumulation for 20 ms.
(B) Selective accumulation of all the charge states but [M 1 16H]161 ions. [M 1 16H]161 ions were
ejected by applying an exciting sine waveform at a frequency of 91 kHz and a peak-to-peak amplitude
of 3 V. (C) Selective accumulation of all the charge states except for [M 1 16H]161 and [M 1 14H]141
ions for 20 ms. [M 1 16H]161 and [M 1 14H]141 ions were resonantly and simultaneously ejected
from the selection quadrupole by applying a superposition of two sine waveforms at frequencies of
78.5 kHz/91 kHz and a peak-to-peak amplitude of 3 V.
Figure 9. The threshold rf amplitude required to completely eject
singly protonated bradykinin ions (1.7 3 1025 M) as a function of
the ion accumulation time in the ion guiding quadrupole. The ions
were initially accumulated in the ion guiding quadrupole at
different accumulation times and then resonantly excited while
passing through the selection quadrupole.
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plasma radius [23]. Faster moving electrons tend to
localize around slower ions to form a “protective”
shield, which effectively screens the electric field.
Though there are no electrons in the nonneutral ion
clouds, we speculate that a similar phenomenon may be
occurring. An hypothesis is that ions positioned at the
periphery of the ion cloud can regroup like electrons in
neutral plasma to screen deeper located layers of the ion
cloud. As a result the quadratic pseudopotential well
becomes distorted in the presence of higher space
charge to form a “flat bottom,” and thus increasing the
period of ion oscillations and making it a function of
amplitude. Careful examination of expected resonant
frequencies for lower m/z ions revealed no additional
resonances. This may be attributed to smearing the
excitation spectra by ion–ion interactions. Both these
possibilities are presently being investigated.
It might be expected that the excitation of trapped
ions using stored waveform inverse Fourier transform
(SWIFT) could be used for isolation and selection of
lower abundance ions. In the case of selection of ions
passing through the selection quadrupole (no trapping
in the selection quadrupole) the ion residence time is in
the range of 160 to 300 ms. Because SWIFT isolation is
based on tailored noise waveforms, the ions to be
ejected would be affected during most of their residence
time in the selection quadrupole by off-resonance exci-
tation and, therefore, would not acquire sufficient am-
plitude of radial oscillations for removal by the quad-
rupole exit aperture. All our attempts at isolating higher
abundance ions using SWIFT were unsuccessful for the
above reason. On the other hand, similarly to the
resonant excitation, SWIFT isolation of ions trapped in
the selection quadrupole exhibits low selectivity due to
increased ion–ion interactions. Therefore, dipolar exci-
tation based on a superposition of resonance sine wave-
forms is more effective for the simultaneous and selec-
tive ejection of ions across the entire mass spectrum.
Conclusions
High-efficiency ion preselection based on resonant di-
polar excitation or quadrupole mass filtering in the
selection quadrupole followed by ion accumulation in a
segmented quadrupole has been implemented with a
3.5 tesla FTICR mass spectrometer. Our experiments
have revealed that mass resolution degrades for high
ion currents in the selection quadrupole, presumably
due to space charge screening and increased ion–ion
interactions. Resonant dipolar excitation of ions in the
selection quadrupole was investigated both in continu-
ous and accumulation modes. In the case of a continu-
ously introduced ion beam through the selection quad-
rupole, the species’ residence time was increased by
reducing the ion’s kinetic energy and a mass resolution
of about 30 was attained at higher q Mathieu (q ; 0.6).
Multiple ion ejections of individual m/z ion species
spread across the entire mass spectrum were accom-
plished during one scan using a superposition of sine
waveforms tuned to the resonance frequencies of re-
spective species. A mass resolution of ;100 was
achieved during selective external accumulation based
on a quadrupole mass filtering mode. Though charac-
terized by higher mass resolution, the quadrupole mass
filtering mode is limited by its capability for selection of
one m/z region of the mass spectrum at a time. When
combined, both quadrupole mass filtering and rf only
resonant dipolar excitation followed by external ion
accumulation and subsequent FTICR mass analysis
should provide new level of sensitivity and dynamic
range for a wide range of biological applications.
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Appendix A
Let us consider ion motion in a rf-only quadrupole in
the presence of off-resonance dipolar excitation. In
adiabatic approximation [13, 14] the ion motion can be
presented as a superposition of rapid oscillations and a
smooth drift in a harmonic pseudopotential well. The
latter motion of a specific m/z is characterized by a
unique fundamental resonant frequency, V0, given by
eq 3. Let us estimate the amplitude of ion oscillation in
the pseudopotential well when off-resonance dipolar
excitation, F(t) 5 F0 sin Vt, is applied to an ion. It
should be noted that off-resonance dipolar excitation
affects the motion of ions traversing the selection quad-
rupole, i.e., an auxiliary external force is applied to an
ion only during ion residence time, T, in the selection
quadrupole.
Under the above conditions one-dimensional ion
motion perpendicular to the quadrupole axis is gov-
erned by
d2x
dt2
1 V0
2x 5
1
m
F~t! (A1)
eq 6 can be modified as follows:
d
dt Sdxdt 1 iV0xD 2 iV0Sdxdt 1 iV0xD 5 1m F~t! (A2)
dj
dt
2 iV0j 5
1
m
F~t! (A3)
where
j 5
dx
dt
1 iV0x (A4)
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Integration of eq A3 for arbitrary F(t) applied within a
period of T results in [24]
j~t! 5 eiV0t FE
0
T 1
m
F~t!e2iV0tdt 1 j0G (A5)
where j(0) 5 j0.
We assume that ions enter the selection quadrupole
on the quadrupole axis [x(0) 5 0] and there is no initial
velocity component perpendicular to the quadrupole
axis [(dx/dt)(0) 5 0], i.e., j0 5 0.
Off-resonance dipolar excitation, F(t), can be pre-
sented as follows:
F~t! 5 F0 sin~Vt! 5
F0
2i
~eiVt 2 e2iVt! (A6)
Substituting eq A6 into eq A5 gives
j~t! 5 eiV0t F F02im E
0
T
~e2i~V2V0!t 2 e2i~V1V0!t!dtG
(A7)
After integration eq A7 can be transformed as follows:
j~t! 5 FF0m ~ A 1 iB!GeiV0t (A8)
A 5
sin2 F ~V 2 V0! T2G
V 2 V0
2
sin2 F ~V 1 V0! T2G
V 1 V0
(A9)
B 5
sin @~V 1 V0!T#
2~V 1 V0!
2
sin @~V 2 V0!T#
2~V 2 V0!
(A10)
Taking into account that eiV0t 5 cos V0t 1 i sin V0t, eq
A8 can be further modified as follows:
j~t! 5
F0
m
@~ A cos V0t 2 B sin V0t! 1 i~ A sin V0t
1 B cos V0t!# (A11)
Invoking eq A4 and comparing imaginary and real
terms of eq A11 to those of eq A4 result in
x~t! 5
F0
mV0
~ A sin V0t 1 B cos V0t! (A12)
The amplitude of oscillations, a, at off-resonance exci-
tation can be then presented as
a 5
F0
mV0
˛A2 1 B2 (A13)
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